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Let's Talk
Communicating with Your Massage Therapist
Sharron Leonard
People get massages for a variety of
reasons. Perhaps you're seeking stress
relief from the weekly work commute or
your wanting to cleanse your body of
toxins. Or maybe massage is helping you
recover from a sports injury or surgery.
Whatever your reasons, it's absolutely
important
that
you
explicitly
communicate to your therapist the
reason you made the appointment.
Otherwise you run the risk of not
getting what you want.
In addition to explaining any wellness
requirement, you also need to clarify
your comfort needs during the session
so that you feel completely at ease. Most
practitioners work to create an
appropriate environment with elements

The Body

Sandy Anderson, owner of Relaxing
Moments Massage in Reno, Nevada, asks
at the beginning of each appointment,
"What is the focus of our session today?"
-- whether it's the client's first or 21st
appointment with her. The therapist
needs to know your wellness context.
Even if she has your health history,
circumstances -- and bodies -- are
always changing. Perhaps you were
traveling for the last two months
spending significant time in cramped
seats on airplanes. Maybe you're
training for a marathon race, logging
numerous miles each week. Or, a more
likely scenario, you're stressed and
feeling emotionally tapped.

The positive
mind has extra
problemsolving power.
-Anonymous
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Communicating with your massage therapist is always important, but especially for new clients.
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such as the temperature, music,
aromatherapy, and table setting. But if
anything makes you uncomfortable, feel
free -- or rather, feel responsible -- to
say as much. Your therapist is as
interested as you are in making sure you
get what you want from the massage, and
building a communicative partnership is
key. Remember, communication is a
two-way street.

Let's Talk
Massage and Cancer
The Art of Aromatherapy

Furthermore, it's important she or he
knows about your massage preferences
that just make your massage more
pleasurable, such as getting extra work
on your feet or ending the session with a
face massage. Perhaps it's important to
you to have the therapist "stay
connected" by keeping her hands on you
Continued on page 2
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rather than, for example, going from
your feet to your shoulders. By simply
letting her or him know of any such
information can vastly improve your
session.

The Setting

"I have designed my treatment room to
offer a basic comfort level based on my
professional experience," Anderson
says. "But I need the client to tell me if
something is not to her liking. For
example, I have provided a small
fountain that I thought provided
soothing background sounds, but two of
my clients have requested that it be
turned off because it made them feel as
though they needed to run to the
restroom."
One important amenity issue that
should be discussed by the client and the
therapist is massage-table comfort. "I
use a heated table covered with a sheet
and a blanket because as the active
therapist I need the room temperature
lower than what is comfortable for the
client," Anderson says. "Then I ask the
client what adjustments she might want
me to make." Even if your therapist
doesn't specifically ask about the
temperature,
background
sounds,
aromas or whatever other subtle
amenities in the room, if there's
something that's making your massage
less than great, be sure to discuss it with
your practitioner.

easing a first-time massage client's
apprehension by explaining I will only
be uncovering one part of the body at a
time or I'm doing a rehabilitation
treatment for injury, illness or surgery,
I have learned from experience the
client wants detailed information on
what is going to happen," Parris-Raney
says. "It is also helpful if she tells me
how she feels about what I am doing. Is
the stroke too deep or too light? Does
she want me to use a slower or faster
pace?" If you are unclear about an
expectation or a procedure, even if it is
something as simple as, "Where is the
safest place to put my jewelry?" feel free
to ask.
Massage client Andrea Scott explains her
frustration with one massage session
where she wishes she'd been more vocal.
"I like deep tissue massage, and the
practitioner was giving me a very light
Swedish massage," she says. "I just didn't

feel like I was getting anything out of it
and found myself looking forward to the
session just being over. For some
reason, I thought it would be rude to say
anything, but in retrospect, I'm sure she
would've appreciated it." Instead, notes
Scott, she left disappointed and the
massage therapist never had a chance to
address the issue.
Your goal as the client is to get what you
are specifically seeking in each session.
Your practitioner wants the experience
to meet your expectations and will
appreciate you verbalizing your wellness
requirements and personal comfort
needs. Your massage therapist is your
partner for healthy living, but you need
to speak up.

The Conversation

Conversation can sometimes be a point
of contention. Because some clients like
to talk during a session while others
prefer silence, Anderson believes it's up
to the client to dictate this aspect. She
does not inhibit talking nor does she
initiate conversation if the client is
silent. If you want to tactfully make
certain your therapist is not overly
conversational, it is appropriate to say
something like, "You will find that I am
not very talkative. I just like to totally
relax during this time." While your
practitioner may communicate aspects
of the massage, don't necessarily take
this for her trying to make conversation.
Angie Parris-Raney, owner of Good
Health Massage Therapy in Littleton,
Colo., believes it's very important for
the therapist to explain her actions so
the client is not surprised. "Whether I'm
A massage will be much more beneficial if you let your practitioner know what you need.

Massage and Cancer
A Viable Option?
There's no doubt that cancer patients
can benefit from massage therapy. In
fact, bodywork can serve as a nurturing
healthcare option during the stressful,
doctor appointment-ridden time of
oncology management.
"Cancer treatment places a heavy toxin
load on the body, which massage can
help eliminate," says Gayle MacDonald,
author of Medicine Hands: Massage
Therapy for People with Cancer.
"However, too much too fast may be
more than the client's body can
comfortably handle. Skilled touch is
beneficial at nearly every stage of the
cancer
experience,
during
hospitalization, the pre- or postoperative period, in the out-patient
clinic, during chemotherapy and
radiation, recovery at home, remission
or cure, and in the end stage of life."
The benefits of massage for these clients
include improved blood circulation,
equalized blood pressure, and help with
fatigue and nausea. The place to start is
by consulting with your physician and

your massage therapist. For those who
are two to three months out from
treatment, bodywork that can be used
includes lymph drainage therapies,
trigger point therapy, neuromuscular
therapy, myotherapy and myofascial
release, among others. It's better to wait
before receiving deeper work.
While hospitalized, some appropriate
techniques include cranialsacral therapy,
polarity therapy, reiki and Therapeutic
Touch. MacDonald says no matter how
severe the treatment's side effects,
there's always a way to administer some
type of bodywork. According to massage
therapist and former oncology nurse
Cheryl Chapman, while it's important
to receive touch from a qualified
practitioner who has worked with cancer
patients before, "Touch is always
appropriate--there isn't anyone who is
untouchable."

Bodywork offers nurturing relaxation.

If you or someone you love is battling
cancer, consider massage as a
therapeutic, nurturing choice to help
navigate this difficult journey.

The Art of Aromatherapy
Essential Oils Provide Healing and Balance
Aromatic essential oils extracted from
herbs, flowers, resin, wood and roots
have long been a source of healing since
ancient times, aiding in relaxation,
circulation and wound healing.
However, the use of these medicinal oils
declined as the modern pharmaceutical
industry developed. In 1928, French
chemist Rene Maurice Gattefosse revived
the use of essential oils and developed
the art and science of utilizing naturally
extracted aromatic essences from
botanicals to balance and harmonize the
health of body, mind and spirit.
Gattefosse
coined
the
practice
aromatherapy.
Because aromatherapy's affect on
emotional health, many massage
therapists and bodywork practitioners

incorporate this noninvasive treatment
into their practices. Dispensers or
diffusers filled with aromatic essences
may be used to scent the massage room,
and specific essential oils are used on the
client's skin during the massage. Because
each oil has unique characteristics and
benefits, the choice of oil or oils can be
customized to the client's needs and
emotional state. Whether inhaled or
applied topically, aromatherapy requires
an understanding of how each essential
oil interacts with the body, as well as the
mind.
Many pure essential oils need to be
diluted, as they can cause irritation
when applied directly to the skin. To
guarantee safe and correct usage, consult
a trained herbalist or practitioner.

The emotions listed below can be gently
eased by one or a combination of the
following essential oils:
Anxiety: bergamot, cedarwood, clary
sage, frankincense, lavender, patchouli,
Roman chamomile, rose, sandalwood.
Fatigue, Burnout: basil, ginger,
grapefruit,
jasmine,
lemon,
peppermint, rosemary, sandalwood.
Stress:
bergamot,
frankincense,
geranium, lavender, mandarin, neroli,
patchouli, Roman chamomile, ylang
ylang.
Anger: jasmine, neroli, orange,
patchouli,
petitgrain,
Roman
chamomile, rose, vetiver, ylang ylang.

Success requires
three boneswishbone,
backbone, and
funnybone.
-Kobi Yamada
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2620 River Road Suite C
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The Young Living Oils Catalog is in! Aromatherapy; a great
addition to your health regemin. Lavendar oil or the Deep
Relief Roll-on are great stocking stuffers.
GOING GREEN!
Visit the BodyBlissMassage.org website to enter your email
address and get the quarterly newsletter electronically. Log
on to help our environment! Reference issues easily and
share with your friends. They will thank you!
2nd ANNUAL HOLIDAY RAFFLE
Back by popular demand! Last years' drawing was a hit, So
it's ON!
Relaxation is one of the most thoughtful gifts you can give.
ALWAYS the right size, no calories, well received, AND
appreciated. Bless someone special in your life with the gift
of health, stress and pain relief, or simply say 'Thank You' to
show how much they are appreciated by you.
For each One Hour Gift Certificate purchased, recieve a
raffle ticket for the drawing of a beautiful quilt made
especially by me. Give with the GC, as a seperate gift, or
keep for yourself! The raffle begins 11/30/09 and the drawing
held on 12/22/09 to allow pick up and wrap time for
Christmas celebrations.
THANK YOU!!!
Thank you for your referrals, which I consider one of the
highest compliments you give me for my skills and care. I
appreciate you and look forward to continuing working with
you and those you care about to keep you healthy and
relaxed!

FLAX PACKS
Soothing gift giving idea! Perfect for physical laborers,
athletes, Fibromyalgia sufferers, elderly and especially
anyone that carries alot of stress in their neck, shoulders,
and back. Great combination with a Massage Gift Certificate,
the YL Essential Oils, or on it's own. FLAX PACKS! Made
with soft Flannel, warmed in the microwave, they hold heat
for approximately 45 minutes. Can be used as an ice pack
as well. Rings are $18, Full Packs are $20. Varied Colors
available.

